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First year is over,
three more to go!

During this first year running Rafts4Biotech, we have done great work generating a
solid foundation in molecular and synthetic biology; to develop the tools and the initial
microbial chassis we will need to address the industrially-oriented research goals of our
proposal in the following years. Generating this foundational work has been technically
very challenging, as we have developed innovative molecular approaches that are also
conceptually new. This implies that all lines of research started this year from scratch.
We had been successful in moving forward our projects, which have empowered us to
optimistically address further challenges of this project that will come in the following
years. Moreover, we also have had the opportunity to establish general working protocols
that will enable us to standardise internal experimental procedures, to ensure synergistic
collaborations between partner laboratories. I am particularly excited about the harmony
that exists in the interactions between all project partners, thus the excellent collaborative
environment created in the Rafts4Biotech. I am sure this environment will promote
intensive collaborations in the following years. Altogether Rafts4Biotech project shows
great progress; it is likely that important results will come as we move forward with our
experiments.
Daniel López,
Project Coordinator
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A new role
of bacterial lipid rafts
Little is known so far about the physiological role that lipid rafts play in bacteria, but a
recent publication from our project coordinator and his team in Cell has shed new light into
this still emerging field.
Their work (summarised in this video) unravels the role of these membrane domains in the
antibiotic resistance of Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), transforming
lipid rafts in new targets to fight infections. More precisely, the study shows how bacterial
lipid rafts serve as platforms that promote the interaction of proteins essential for the
penicillin resistance of the pathogen like PBP2a. Disassembling the lipid rafts with lipid
lowering drugs, inhibits the activation and functionality of PBP2a rendering MRSA
susceptible to treatment with classic antibiotics like penicillin.

Esther García, first co-author of
the publication comments

“

Although much work remains to be done in the characterization of the organisation and
function of bacterial lipid rafts, this publication is a great step forward in the understanding
of these structures. This will not only contribute to understanding bacterial complexity but
also to improving our chances of exploiting rafts for industrial purposes.

This finding gives us the idea of how important lipid rafts must be for the
physiology and survival of bacteria. In some way, these regions must be act
as platforms that hold defense mechanisms that allow bacteria to respond to
external damage by cell wall and membrane reorganization and production of
virulence factors.”
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Rafts4Biotech,
a social media success
At Rafts4Biotech we not only aim at making a positive impact on the industry but also
on society and more importantly, on the way that people perceive and value scientific
advances in biotechnology. Thus, to engage with the public, gain their interest and create
expectation, communication activities have been an important part of the project’s agenda
since day one.

ENGINEERING SYNTHETIC BACTERIAL LIPID RAFTS
-TO REVOLUTIONISE BIOTECHNOLOGYWorkﬂow of the project

Rafts4Biotech is a European research project
that aims at optimising bacteria for industrial
processes. Exploiting special membrane
structures called lipid rafts, R4B will enhance
the production of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics
and the detoxiﬁcation of food-related pollutants

Lipid rafts are naturally existing membrane domains that
serve as cellular compartments for protein transport,
secretion and for the transmission of signals across the
membrane.

The genome of bacteria can be modiﬁed to generate
synthetic lipid rafts, that can host new biochemical
pathways.

Mathematical modelling, simulations
and analytical optimization of the
enzymatic pathways.

R4B will engineer lipid rafts in both Gram-positive
and negative bacteria using the best studied species
of each group: B. subtilis and E. coli.

Current limitations and R4B solutions
Currently, bacteria are used in many industrial processes but
their use is limited by two main problems.

1. Artiﬁcially-introduced genes compete for room and
resources with the bacterial reactions thus generating
bottlenecks and lowering the productivity.

Construction a microbial chassis and
engineering lipid rafts.

E.coli is a Gram-negative bacterium
that is part of the natural gut ﬂora of
warm-blooded organisms. Most
E.coli strains are actually harmless
and even beneﬁcial for their hosts as
they provide vitamins and defend
them against pathogens. E.coli was
one of the ﬁrst microorganisms to
have its genome sequenced and it is
a very commonly used model
organism for research studies.

B. subtilis is a non pathogenic
ﬂagellated and motile Gram-positive
bacterium commonly found in the soil.
Since it can produce and secrete a
great amount of valuable compounds
like enzymes and antibiotics it is
commonly used in biotechnology.

2. Also they can interfere with the bacterial metabolism and
be toxic to the point of compromising the viability of the
microorganism.

Applications

Exploiting the Rafts4Biotech solution, processes can be
conﬁned to an isolated cellular compartment to overcome
these two problems and increase the productivity.

Project Partners

Producing novel antibiotics
to ﬁght resistent infections

Antibiotic-resistent bacteria are one of
the world’s biggest threats to public
health,
and
developing
new
antimicrobials is hard given their
inherent
toxicity
to
the
antibiotic-producing microorganisms.
Thus applying the R4B technology will
allow overcoming this limitation.

COSMETIC

Implementing biochemical
pathways of commercial value

Vitamins and carotenoids are valuable
compounds found in many cosmetics
like skin care or makeup products. Their
chemical synthesis is very costly and
thus raft-targeted production will
provide a sustainable and efﬁcient
alternative for the production of these
compounds.

Vit A & B

PHARMA

FEED

Translation of results into industrial conditions
Scale-up piloting and exploitation.

Improving microbial chassis to
enhance degradation of pollutants

TCP is a carcinogenic industrial solvent
commonly found in food and drinking water. The
degradation of TCP using microorganisms has
not been successful so far because of the toxicity
of the process for bacteria. Thus, conﬁning the
TCP degrading enzymes into the rafts, will
provide new pollutant degradation alternatives.

PURE WATER
This project has received funding from
the European Union’s H2020 research
and innovation programme under grant
agreement 720776

From the beginning of the project, the communication efforts of the project have focused
on presenting and explaining the project to the general public using different formats and
channels such as the project’s website, graphic animations, infographics, brochures, videos
and social media. The latter, play a central role in the communication strategy as they are
dynamic and constant channels for communication. And it is precisely on this platform,
that the project is achieving great success gaining an audience of over 1600 followers in
our corporate (Rafts4Biotech) and awareness rising profiles (BactToTheFuture). Having
two different profiles allows us to share on the one hand up-to-date information on the
project achievements, events and news related to the project and its partners targeting an
expert audience, while on the other we can reach a broader audience with general news
and curiosities related to topics such as synthetic biology, microbiology, biotechnology etc.
Thus, the success of our social media channels is a great sign of the growing interest of the
public for research and innovation news.
As the project moves on, our communication efforts will continue with the development of
new activities and contents to keep growing our community!
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Completion of the
1 Rafts4Biotech Industry Event
st

I think it is fantastic that [EU funded] research projects like Rafts4Biotech
combine a more innovative R&D part carried out by universities and research
centres with a more down to earth point of view from companies that can assess
the real exploitation potential of these scientific ideas.”

The joint effort of academic and industrial partners in the Rafts4Biotech consortium is
a clear reflection of our duty towards the transfer of knowledge and expertise between
these two worlds. But our commitment does not end here and to make the most out of this
shared work we have included several industrial events in our project’s agenda.
The first of these events recently took place in Brussels and counted with the help of our
industrial partners. Their testimonies and experiences served to shed light on how to do
the transition from the academic to the biotechnology world as well as to encourage the
young researchers of the consortium to consider it as a valuable career option. Moreover,
to provide a different point of view and engage in discussion with the consortium members,
external guests were invited to the event: Cristina Merino (IPR Representative from CSIC)
presented the basics rules and procedures needed for the technology transfer, while Daniel
Pando (Nanovex) and Christian Klose (Lipotype) presented their companies and shared their
industrial experiences with the consortium.

Christian Klose

“

I did my PhD with Kai Simons [described lipid rafts for the first time in 1988
together with Gerrit van Meer] about lipid rafts so I think that developing a
commercial application on this concept is certainly worth trying.”

Future industrial events will follow during the next three years, and they will focus on
establishing connexions with other relevant stakeholders of the biotech field to maximise
the chances of Rafts4Biotech of becoming an industrial reality! Stay tuned!
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Save the date!
The 1 R4B Summer School
st

2018 is coming!

Lifelong learning is our mindset and thus, at Rafts4Biotech we are also organising training
activities like our annual Summer Schools.
The first of these events will be hosted by CNB-CSIC and take place at Fundación COTEC
in Madrid the 18th and 19th of September. With Lipid Microbiology as a central topic, the
attendees will have the chance to gain new insights about this field from our consortium
members as well as other renowned international experts such as Marc Bramkamp (LMU,
Germany), Ilya Levental (University of Texas, Houston, USA), Jan-Claude Gauvin (EMBL,
Heidelberg, Germany), Lendeert Hamoen (Univ. Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Henrik
Strahl (Newcastle University, UK) and Kai Simons, (Max Planck, Dresden, Germany).
Through talks, key note lectures and roundtables, participants will have the chance to learn
all about Lipid Microbiology and engage in great scientific discussion. If you are a young
researcher working on this field and are interesting on attending stay tuned and save the
date! More details about the event and the registration will follow soon!
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Partners’ News
Rafts4Biotech, a H2020 success story
Last November our project coordinator was invited to the H2020 info day hosted by the
Centre for the Development of Industrial Technology (CDTI) to present his experience and
Rafts4Biotech as a success story of the work programme for “Nanotechnologies, Advanced
Materials, Biotechnology, and Advanced Manufacturing and Processing” (NMBP)

Picture by Česká Hlava

Jiří Damborský among Česká hlava 2017 laureates
On December 2017, Prof. Damborský, Principal Investigator at the International Clinical
Research Center FNUSA-ICRC (ICRC Brno) and founder of Enantis S.R.O was awarded with
the prestigious Czech prize for outstanding scientists, Česká hlava, in the category
Invention for his work on protein engineering and software design. Congratulations Jiri!
Rafts4Biotech partners join the European Academy of Microbiology
Earlier this year both our project coordinator Daniel López and our partner from Institute
Pasteur Jean-Marc Ghigo were elected member of the European Academy of Microbiology.
Congratulations!
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Contact
Follow us in our way to a more sustainable future!
If you wish to have more information about the project don’t hesitate to contact us.
Email: info@rafts4biotech.eu
Website: http://www.rafts4biotech.eu/
R4B facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Rafts4Biotech/
R4B Twitter: https://twitter.com/Rafts4Biotech
Bact To The Future Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BactToTheFuture/
Bact To The Future Twitter: https://twitter.com/bacttothefuture
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